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Keeping children and young people safe, is the priority. They need a safe environment, yet they also need a challenging space to 

explore who they are and what they can achieve. An environment with no risks at all will not stimulate or challenge children. They 

need the opportunity to explore the environment and make decisions for themselves. They need opportunities to solve problems 

and consider what can happen if they're not careful. Removing all risks within the environment, whether indoors or outdoors, can 

lead to children getting bored and showing signs of unacceptable behaviour. As a result, children will display more risk-taking 

behaviour which could be dangerous to them and other children around them.

Allowing our children to take appropriate risks while ensuring their safety is a balancing act to be sure. For some parents, it's just 

easier to set strict limits and not allow their kids to take any risks. While this may lower their chances of getting hurt, it also stifles 

their physical, emotional, and social growth.

When we keep your kids from taking risks, we are taking a risk of our own— that is, with our child's health. Research shows that 

one-way kids grow and learn, is by having permission and opportunities to venture into the unknown: to climb high, wander 

independently, use grown-up tools, and bike down a hill.

While it's natural to want to keep our children safe, the chance of injuries may be worth it in 

exchange for emotional and physical confidence. To gain confidence, kids need to try big, 

scary things. They need to see that even if they fail, they can try again. Eventually, they will 

master a new skill and gain the positive self-esteem that comes with it. 

Most children don't immediately try to tackle the biggest, scariest obstacle they can find. 

Instead, they proceed gradually, advancing higher. They are overcoming their fears little by 

little. This means practicing persistence and resilience, too, both of which are important life 

skills that we all want our children to have.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
HESDER BACHURIM MEALS:
If you would like to host the Hesder Bachurim, please contact Rae on 8317 2504 or email office@mizrachi.com.au

ALLOWING RISK-TAKING
CHARLENE ORWIN, Head Yavneh Early Learning Centre

    
 

DATES FOR 
YOUR DIARY

NOVEMBER

Tue 1 Family Athletics   
 Carnival (ED)

Thu 3 Prep Siddur Concert

Tue 8 Year 6 into Year 7   
 Experience Day

Wed 9 Year 7 & 10   
 Immunisation Day

Thu 10 SK Ma'Avar - Visit to  
 Nagle Avenue

CANDLE LIGHTING:  
Parshat Noach

Light Candles: 7:32pm
Shabbat Ends: 8:33pm

mailto:office%40mizrachi.com.au?subject=Hesder%20Bachurim%20Enquiry
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Play spaces that allow for risky play promote social interactions as well, such as when one child encourages or helps another. 

And free play means creativity and problem-solving as kids come up with solutions to obstacles they encounter. Risk-taking in a 

group setting helps kids learn self-control as they take turns and work with others. Reaching these crucial steps in social 

development is vital before children mature into adults, when they will use those same skills in their relationships and workplace.

Children are valued contributors to decisions that affect their safety and wellbeing. This statement is wonderful in theory, but what 

does this mean in practise? How much is too little or too much when it comes to allowing young children to take risks and 

discover the more “dangerous” aspects of their environment? We live in a culture that often protects children from risk, but is that 

always healthy or helpful?

So, let’s look at the following:

HOW DOES RISK TAKING BENEFIT CHILDREN?

Taking risks in a safe environment builds confidence and teaches valuable life skills. Children learn self-regulation, e.g., “how high 

is too high in this tree?” or “how fast can I ride my bike and still stop quickly?” Allowing children appropriate independence sends 

the message, “I trust you.” And taking risks helps you see areas where your child might need additional guidance or support.

CONSIDER YOUR CHILD

Children develop at their own paces. What might be completely appropriate for one child might not be for another child. It is 

important to know what skills your child has acquired and what may still need tweaking so that you know how much support 

should be given Understanding age-appropriate behaviours and expectations will certainly assist in understanding the risk or 

danger involved.

ANALYSE THE RISK VS. BENEFITS

 Ask yourself these 2 questions a) What’s the worst thing that can happen? and b) what’s the best thing that could happen? Let 

us not make decisions based on fear, rather than reality. Asking these 2 questions can help us be more objective.

TEACH SKILLS AND SET LIMITS

By restricting children’s opportunities, we are limiting their growth. However, allowing them too much freedom too soon, leaves 

them unprepared for potential challenges. It is best to break activities down to each child’s skill level and building upwards. This 

may aid us in bridging the gap between too little and too much freedom. Anticipating the challenges your child might experience 

and the necessary skills ahead of time, will help them develop those skills for later use.

PRACTICE TOGETHER

Children learn the skills they need gradually while we’re available to supervise and offer correction. Taking young children with us 

on everyday chores and giving them the opportunity to watch and learn, will set them up for success as they gradually do these 

chores on their own.

YES! As parents, the best strategy is to find a balance between overprotectiveness and nonchalance. That middle ground allows 

children to try new things, make mistakes and solve problems within a safe structure. Thus, giving them the best chance to learn 

essential skills they will need for adulthood.

CONTINUED
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Please let Lynda Pilalis @ l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au know if any ex-students have made Aliya, so we can update the Aliya Honour Board.

ALIYAH HONOUR BOARD

Uniform Shop orders can be made via flexischools at present or contactless deliveries via the guardhouse.

SECOND HAND UNIFORMS
 
The YPO Second Hand Uniform Shop welcomes your 
donations of pre-loved uniforms in good condition.
 All proceeds from sales support our Yavneh children via YPO 
projects.

Contact Hayley Jaffe (hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au or 
WhatsApp 0409 138 949) if you wish to buy or donate pre-
loved uniforms.

UNIFORM SHOP NEWS

The ordering system is in place for your convenience. Use Flexischools to order uniforms.

Join over 350 members in the Yavneh 2nd Hand Uniform & 
Books Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/
yavnehuniform/ to buy and sell your pre-loved uniforms, books 
or extra-curricular gear (eg. ballet, karate, cricket kit). Please 
restrict the sales and requests to items relevant to education.

Please note: The YPO will no longer be accepting secondhand 
books but you are welcome to buy, swap and sell them via the 
Facebook page.

Please remember to register the date of your son or daughter's Bar/Bat Mitzvah with Lynda Pilalis at Reception on 9528 4911 or 
email l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au

BAR/BAT MITZVAH REGISTRATION:

For almost 4 years I have looked after the Yavneh 2nd hand 

uniform shop. The time has come for my garage to be cleared 

and for others to take over my volunteer job.

What I have enjoyed most was being able to help students 

comply with the school’s uniform code at a reduced cost whilst 

raising $29,000 for YPO projects (despite numerous lockdowns 

and far too much home schooling).  An added bonus was all 

the clothing wastage that has been avoided.

I take this opportunity to thank each one of the 100s of parents 

and students who have made use of the white box at my door.

Please look out for information on how to continue supporting 

the YPO and the volunteers who keep it going by donating to 

and buying from the 2nd hand uniform shop.

Hayley Jaffe

THANK YOU 2ND HAND UNIFORM CUSTOMERS AND DONORS

mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
mailto:hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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WEEKLY DVAR TORAH - BEREISHIT

RABBI MORDECHAI KAMENETZKY

Noach lived through trying times to say the least. He survived not only a generation of spiritual chaos, but physical annihilation 

as well. However, Hashem walked with him and guided him. He instructed him every step of the way. He warned him of the 

impending flood. He instructed him to build an ark. He told him to bring all the animals to the ark. Yet Noach is labeled as a man 

who was lacking in faith. The Torah tells us that, “Noach with his wife and sons and his son’s wives with him, went into the ark 

because of the waters of the Flood” (Genesis 7:6).

Rashi quotes a Midrash which proclaims that Noach, to a small degree, lacked faith as he only entered the ark “because of the 

waters of the Flood.” The implication is that Noach did not enter the ark until the rain forced him to.

The obvious question is how can we say that Noach lacked, even to a tiny extent, faith? He had to believe! After all, he spoke to 

Hashem! He built the ark! He gathered all the animals! He was the only one in his generation to worry about the impending doom! 

Surely, he must have believed! Why is there a complaint against Noach? What is wrong in waiting until he had no choice but to 

enter? To what degree is he considered lacking in faith?

Rabbi Shimshon Sherer, Rav of Congregation Kehilas Zichron Mordechai, tells the following story.

In a small town there was a severe drought. The community synagogues each prayed separately for rain, but to no avail. The 

tears and prayers failed to unlock the sealed heavens, and for months, no rains came.

Finally, the town’s eldest sage held a meeting with prominent community rabbis and lay leaders. “There are two items lacking 

in our approach, faith and unity. Each one of you must impress upon his congregation the need to believe. If we are united and 

sincere, our prayers will be answered!” He declared that all the synagogues in the city would join together for a day of tefilah. 

Everyone, men women and children would join together for this event. “I assure you,” he exclaimed, “that if we meet both criteria 

– faith and unity – no one will leave that prayer service without getting drenched!”

There was no shul large enough to contain the entire community so the date was set to gather and daven in a field! For the next 

few weeks all the rabbis spoke about bitachon and achdus (faith and unity). On the designated day the entire town gathered in a 

large field whose crops had long withered from the severe drought. Men, women, and children all gathered and anxiously awaited 

the old sage to begin the service.

The elderly rabbi walked up to the podium. His eyes scanned the tremendous crowd that filled the large field and then they 

dimmed in dismay. The rabbi began shaking his head in dissatisfaction. “This will never work,” he moaned dejectedly. “The rain 

will not come.” Slowly he left the podium. The other rabbis on the dais were shocked. “But rebbe everyone is here and they are all 

united! Surely they must believe that the rains will fall! Otherwise no one would have bothered to come on a working day!”

The rabbi shook his head slowly and sadly.

“No. They don’t really believe,” he stated. “I scanned the entire crowd. Nobody even brought a raincoat.”

The level of faith that the Torah demanded from Noach would have had him bolt into the ark on the very morning that the Flood 

was meant to come. He had no inkling of the ferocity that was impending at the storm’s first moments. Though it began as a light 

rainstorm his waiting until being forced by the torrents is equivalent to one who hears predictions of a tornado and stands outside 

waiting for the funnel to knock at his door. Noach should have moved himself and his family in the ark at zero hour without waiting 

for the rains to force him in. The instinctive faith should have kicked in turning the bright sunny day that he may have experienced 

into one that is filled with fatal flood water. But he waited to see if it would really come. And for that he is chided.

How often do we cancel plans or change a course of action on the say-so of the weatherman, but plan our activities so in contrast 

with the predictions of the Torah? Even Noach, who built the ark under intense pressure, is held accountable for the lack of 

instinctive faith that should have been interred in his bones. And on that level of faith, unfortunately, all of us are a little wet behind 

the ears.

Good Shabbos!

בס׳׳ד
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THIS PAST WEEK...
CHARLENE ORWIN, Head of Yavneh Early Learning Centre
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PREP HEBREW
SUE ASH, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher & CHAVI GROSSMAN, Co-ordinator of 
Jewish Studies (Primary)

Our Hebrew lessons are met with so much excitement and anticipation. We start the lesson by singing our Ivrit songs. Songs are 

a fun, interactive, easy, and engaging way to introduce new vocabulary and revise skills. Each week we learn a new writing letter. 

I show the class how to form the letter of the week. Sometimes the letter is a bit tricky to write, which is totally fine, as part of the 

joy of learning is improving over time. Once that’s done, we write down all the letters that we have learnt and add to it our new 

letter. We then move on to vocabulary. Each week we expand our ever-growing word bank. Each word starts with the relevant Alef 

Bet letter that we are learning that week. We learn 3 words per week: an animal, a food, and an item (an object).  To finish off our 

unit for the week the students excitedly participate in games that further familiarises the students with that week’s letter. We review 

our learning daily to reinforce the learning and celebrate our achievements. I am so proud of how far the students have come and 

how committed they are to becoming confident and fluent Ivrit speakers.
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YEAR 6 GENERAL STUDIES
ALEXANDRA RUBIN, Primary General Studies Teacher & TERRY CROTHERS, Deputy 
Head of Primary and General Studies Teacher

This term is an exciting and busy one for our Year 6 cohort. In their final term of Primary school, looking back at photos and 

memories has allowed our students to reflect on their Primary journey as they look forward to starting Secondary school next 

year. While graduation preparations have begun and students are excited for their next transition day, they are still actively 

learning in the classroom. Presenting research from their Unit of Inquiry into Sustainability, each displayed their findings on 

renewable energies, waste, climate change and transport. Students researched how Australia and other countries are working 

toward a more sustainable future and created their own models, pamphlets and diagrams demonstrating their unique ideas for a 

sustainable future.
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VCE EXAMS
KAROUNA MUDDAPAH, Head of English

It has been an emotional week for the English Department. After a short but hectic term, On Wednesday 26th October, our VCE 

students sat down to write their last English essays. We are proud of our students for their dedication and focussed efforts on the 

last few weeks as they prepare for their final exams.

Although term 3 was short, we managed to squeeze in a couple of fun and engaging incursions for our VCE students. We had the 

privilege of welcoming Rosalie Ham, author of ‘The Dressmaker’, one of the comparative texts that our students studied this year. 

She spoke about her authorial decisions and offered some meaningful insights about the texts. 

To further support our students’ study of the comparative analysis of texts, Complete Works Theatre came to school to act out 

some key scenes from both texts. Our students had fun asking the actors questions about the texts but also about their passion 

for theatre.
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“On three things the world stands – on the study of Torah, on prayer and service to Hashem and on acts of kindness.” (Avot 1:2)

This Term started with the launch of a very special new community service program for our secondary students, עולם חסד יבנה, 

generously sponsored by Dr Abe and Marlene Zelwer in loving memory of the late Mania (z”l) and Chaskiel (z”l) Zelwer who were 

deeply committed to Chessed and service to the community.

In Tehillim, when singing the praises of Hashem, King David states “עולם חסד יבנה” - the world is built on kindness which is at the 

heart of Jewish practice.  That is, the world was created FOR KINDNESS. For what we can do for others. This is why the world 

was created. G-d made us so that each person could emulate him – be like him and reach outside of their own self, their own 

needs, their own wants – to give their time, their treasure, to help another – for no reward, for no glory – other than for helping 

another. There is one more way that you could creatively read the Passuk from Tehillim – the words עולם חסד יבנה can also be 

read as “עולם חסד יבנה” – Yavneh is a world of Chessed. Yavneh – our wonderful school – is a place where students are inspired 

to give of themselves, to get involved, to take action – to be part of the wider Jewish, Zionist and Australian community by giving 

and helping others. One of the hallmarks of Yavneh is a culture of chessed. The Chessed Guide, gifted to students at the launch, 

is full of opportunities for Yavneh students to give back to the community and advice on how to get the most out of volunteer 

experiences.

Our hope for this program is to instil in Yavneh students the values of helping, supporting and doing for others, while at the same 

time making an integral difference to others in need or less fortunate. 

While the academic year is a full and busy one for our students, the inclusion of this important program will enable students 

time to invest in the community that supports them, while also having the opportunity to learn new skills. “It will be the hours 

volunteered to help others that will often be the most memorable, the most fulfilling, and the greatest gift you can give yourself”, 

said Principal, Shula Lazar, of the program. “We look forward to celebrating all that you give to our community and our country.” 

Tzedaka, good deeds and acts of kindness have continued to be the foundation of both our Jewish way of life and our communal 

and civic responsibility. At Yavneh we pride ourselves on the difference that our students make to both the Jewish world and the 

wider community. We cannot wait to see the outcomes of this program.

בס׳׳ד

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
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Thank you Jacob Z  (Year 5) for supplying the images for our Sports Day Flyer

Tuesday 1st November (Cup Day)
Prep - 1 Carnival 11:15-12:15pm
Year 2 - 3 Carnival 10:45-12:15pm
Year 4 - 11 Carnival 9:45-1:00pm

The Carnival is at at Duncan 
McKinnon Reserve - Corner North 
Rd and Murrumbeena Road, 
Murrumbeena VIC

Parents are welcome to attend and 
leave with their children at the 
conclusion of the programmed 
events. 

A BBQ will be provided at the end 
of the days events.
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WE'RE GOING KOSHER!

LET'S CATCH UP FOR COFFEE.

 
263-265 CARLISLE ST, BALACLAVA

LAUNCHING 7TH NOVEMBER 
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Book your tickets here at: 
https://tinyurl.com/bake-with-ella

Thursday 10 November @ 7:45pm
Yavneh Lamm Hall

Contact Belinda on 0417 015 472 
if you have any questions

$25

Make your own fun and fancy 
colour challah with Ella! 

Then sit back and relax as she shows us how to take your
cake-making skills up a notch with a delicious and

delightfully creative deco sponge roll demonstration.

Winner of The Great
 Australian Bake Off

2022
 

 Bake Colour Challah
with Ella! 

Ella is a Creative Copywriter, home baker
and mum of three young kids, living in
Sydney. She won The Great Australian
Bake Off earlier this year, demonstrating
her talent for concocting playful and
creative bakes inspired by her children. 
Ella bakes everything, from the quick and
simple to the fancy and fabulous, but one
thing is for sure - they will always put a
smile on your face.

follow her creations on Instagram @ellasplaybakes
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Yavneh College Chess Club 
             Term 4, 2022 
   .           Classes start Wednesday 12th October       

     Come along and join in the fun. 
 

Dates: Wednesday 12/10 – 7/12  
 
Club Times:  4.15 – 5.15  
Venue: Secondary  Library 
The cost is $17.50 per lesson. The cost for 9 lessons is $157.50 

**A discount will be given for siblings - every sibling after the 
first/child will pay only $15.50 per lesson ($108.50) 

 
Students will not receive a refund for classes missed for absentees but students commencing 
after the first week do not pay for the earlier lessons. School camps can be deducted off as well.  
Covid isolation you receive a credit for next term. 
 
PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE ONLINE AT: www.chessideas.com.au  
Go to Pay Fees – Click on Term Fees Enter the amount from your Registration 
form – 157.50   (no $ sign) 
Add to cart  
Next page enter all details for your child as asked: 
Chess username or ID please put N/A Click to pay:  
You go to PayPal where you can pay with a PayPal account or click credit card 
payment at the bottom of page, no American Express or Diners card  
All Payments need to be made by the second week of 
Chess 
Any Queries email: logistics@chessideas.com.au  
If your child has a medical condition we should know about please ring our office with details. 

 
........................................................................................................................................ 

CHESS REGISTRATION TERM 4, 2022 – Yavneh College 
This form only to be filled out if you cannot pay online, then hand to the 

Chess Tutor  
CLASS TIME:         Wednesday:  4.15 – 5.15 p.m.   
 
NAME OF CHILD: ______________________________________________________ 
 
EMERGENCY PARENT CONTACT NUMBER: ______________________________ 
 
 Credit Card Details: _____________________________ Name on Card:_________________________________  
 
 
Email: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
    Amount:  $ ______________ 
 

 
 

 

 

 


